Linkage among the genes conditioning quantitative characters in the F~ to F~ generations of a soybean cross was shown to be significant for flowering time, height, and yield, but not for maturity, time of flowering to maturity, seed weight, oil percentage, or lodging. Repulsion linkages predominated for height and yield while coupling linkages were found to predominate for flowering time.
Q
UANTITATIVE characters, such as yield and plant height, are of vital interest to the plant breeder. Data on quantitative characters appear in continuous form because of the relatively large environmental effects as well as the large numbers of loci involved (generally considered to be at least as large as the numbers of chromosomes involved). This is in contrast to the discrete form of data for qualitative characters, and in order to make genetic inferences from quantitative data the breeder must summarize them by methods appropr!ate to analysis of continuous variables, viz. means, varmnces, and covariances. It appears that because of the large number of loci, at least some of which will not segregate at random, linkage effects may become important in interpreting these variances and covariances, especially in crops where genotypic frequencies are not in equilibrium, such as in material derived from a recent cross of inbred lines.
The relationships among selfed relatives have been fully set forth by Kempthorne (10) in an exposition allowing an arbitrary number of alleles at each locus as well as arbitrary epistacy, but no linkage. The relationships among these relatives when linkage is allowed have received some attention.
Bateman and Mather (1) present a series genetic variances and covariances for self-fertilized crops assuming linkage in terms of what they call fixable and unfixable components and briefly suggest the effects of coupling and repulsion linkages on these components. Mather (11) presents the expected genetic values, assuming linkage, for some variances and covariances in the earlier generations of self-fertilized crops, but he does not generalize his results. Nelder, (12) generalizing some Mather's results, presents two formulae, assuming linkage, for genetic variances and covariances arising from backcrosses and selfed lines. Hayman and Mather (6), concerned with both linkage and epistasis in self-fertilized crops, show how the two may be separated by the use of second degree statistics available from the F 2 and F 3. Although linkage is not considered, Hayman (6) discusses selection with various proportions of selfing and crossing assuming homozygosity to be disadvantageous. The effects 1Joint contribution from the Minnesota Agr. Exp. Sta., St.
of linkage on variances in diallel crosses of i discussed by Dickinson and Jinks (2) and Jin et al. (4) derived explicit expressions for genetic variances and covariances in self-fer assuming linkage but no epistacy or multiple A procedure for detecting and estimating effect of linkage among genes conditioning a tative character in self-fertilized crops is Mather (11) for particular types of genetic procedure for quantitative gene linkage detec mation in more general types of populations in material reported here.
MATERIALS
AND METHOD The two soybean parents, Glycine max (L.) M for this study consisted of commercially grown and Hawkeye. Both varieties have desirable agro ical traits. Insofar as is known, they are unrel considered to be essentially homozygous. The A cross was made in 1947, the F, hybrids grown i succeeding generation (F.., through F~) was grow the Agronomy Farm, Ames, Iowa, from 1949 thro eral growing conditions and growth response course of this study were considered satisfactory Fa generation (1950) and the F, generation (195 below normal in growth response.
The eight characters on which data were record below with reference to each plant in the F~ (e and for each plot in succeeding generations:
Flowering, time--Recorded in days after Ma the plants in a plot had started to flower. Reco flower on each F= plant.
Period from flowering to maturity--Recorde flowering to maturity.
a!urity date--Recorded in days after Augu 100% of the pods had turned brown.
Height--Measured at maturity in inches from the highest part of the main stem.
Lodging--Scored on a mature row; scale range all plants erect, to 5, most plants prostrate. F scored for lodging.
Seed Yield Threshed, air-dried seed record converted to bushels per acre except for F= plant
Seed weight--Recorded in grams per 10o ran after air-drying to uniform moisture.
Oil percentage--Expressed in percent on a mois
